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Abstract
This study introduces a tool, partial and synchronized caption
(PSC), for training second language (L2) listening skill. PSC
uses an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system to realize
word-level alignment between text and speech while it refers to
the corpora to effectively select a subset of words for inclusion
in the caption. The selection criteria are based on three fea-
tures contributing to L2 listening difficulties: speech rate, word
frequency and specificity. Our findings reveal that PSC in its
current state leads to the same level of comprehension as the
full caption condition. PSC, however, outperforms the full cap-
tion when it comes to preparing learners for listening without
using any textual clues as in real-life situations. To enhance
this system the incorporation of other features is a necessity.
However, the relationship between these factors and their con-
tribution to listening difficulty is complex. This study conducts
a root cause analysis on the ASR errors to better understand the
underlying features that make recognition difficult for such sys-
tems and compares these features with L2 listening influential
factors. Our preliminary analysis revealed an interesting simi-
larity between features leading to L2 difficulty and those result-
ing in ASR errors. Such insightful findings shed light on the
future improvements for PSC.
Index Terms: listening skill, partial and synchronized caption,
automatic speech recognition, speech rate, word frequency

1. Introduction
Captioning has been long used as a source of scaffold for L2 lis-
teners when watching authentic videos [1, 2, 3]. This assistive
tool provides textual clues to facilitate listening comprehension.
However it also promotes significant amount of reading which
raises the question whether listeners’ comprehension is gained
by merely reading the text instead of listening to the audio [4].
In order to encourage L2 listeners to listen more, meanwhile as-
sisting them to overcome the difficulties of listening to authentic
material, this study developed a system to generate a smart type
of caption (PSC) that strives to improve L2 listening skill using
two approaches: synchronization and partialization. Synchro-
nization is to map each word to its corresponding speech signal
using an ASR system, which makes a word-level alignment be-
tween the text and speech, thereby emulates the speech flow and
allows for precise speech-to-text mapping. This feature better
visualizes the word boundaries, however it develops word-by-
word decoding strategy, which deteriorates effective listening
[5]. Thus the latter approach, partalization, is introduced in or-
der to promote listening to the audio by restricting the number
of words presented in the caption and decreasing textual den-
sity. As a result, listeners can only refer to the text for difficult

words/phrases and are obliged to listen in order to comprehend.
Figure 1 demonstrates a screenshot of a video captioned with
PSC.

The effectiveness of this method largely depends on the
choice of words to appear in the caption. Previous studies
have investigated the effect of partial captions in the form of
“keyword captioning” where keywords are manually selected
by some experts and presented in the caption while the rest
of words are not visible [6, 7]. In PSC, however, keywords
are not the selection criteria. Inspired by an overview of sig-
nificant research on L2 listening, this study is based on the
factors contributing to listening difficulties as prudent crite-
ria for selecting words to appear in PSC. A number of fac-
tors in speech and language varying from acoustic level to lex-
ical, syntactic and pragmatic level affect comprehension [8].
While each feature plays a role in listening difficulty, some
are largely referred to as the dominant obstacles of L2 listen-
ing. Of these, fast rate of speech, infrequent words and spe-
cific terms are taken for granted as the primary factors for PSC
word selection [9, 8]. These features are quantified and in-
corporated to the system in order to sift the words. However,
central to this process are the learners’ demands that vary ac-
cording to their proficiencies. In this view, PSC should be
adjusted to the learners’ level and its parameters need to be
tuned. Demonstrations of this type of caption are available at
http://www.ar.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp/psc/.

Figure 1: Screenshot of PSC generated for a TED talk. The
original transcript is: “[. . . ] from some unimaginable source,
from some exquisite portion of your life.”

To further improve the performance of the system, it is nec-
essary to consider a wide range of features to be aggregated
and act on PSC generation. However, the relationship between
these factors and their significance in listening difficulties is
complex. This study addresses this issue by investigating the
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sources of ASR errors compared with the factors that lead to
listening difficulties for language learners. This effort has been
inspired, in part, by the comparable nature of the difficulties
in transcription of spoken data by both the ASR system and
L2 listeners. Performance of ASR systems in perceiving the
speech has been compared against human beings on a tran-
scription task: human speech recognition (HSR) [10, 11, 12].
However, in most studies HSR subjects are limited to either the
native speakers or people who has no knowledge of the target
language (e.g. Japanese with no knowledge of Italian listening
to an Italian audio which includes words with maximum pho-
netic similarity between the two languages). Some studies have
emphasized the importance of conducting equitable HSR-ASR
comparisons by restricting the influence of background infor-
mation, using logatomes/ pseudowords [10]. However, as both
ASR and L2 listeners have limited knowledge/resources when
transcribing authentic materials, comparison between ASR and
L2 speech recognition (L2SR) seems to be a more appropri-
ate choice. ASR errors indicate the problematic speech regions
with respect to the system’s configuration. L2 listeners’ diffi-
culties identify the problematic factors that attenuate effective
comprehension for language learners. A comparison of the two
highlights the joint errors, reveals the differences and specifies
whether ASR errors can be epitomized as the sources of L2 lis-
tening difficulties. The findings of this study can be incorpo-
rated into PSC to improve the choice of words.

The manuscript is organized in two parts: first, a system
is developed to generate PSC; next, ASR errors are analyzed
and compared against L2 listeners’ problems with the aim of
enhancing PSC.

2. PSC System
The videos of this study were selected from the TED website,
based on properties such as popularity and recentness. The se-
lection was inclusive of American speakers in order to restrict
the effect of accent. The pipeline of generating PSC is based on
two main modules: the synchronization and the partialization.
Figure 2 depicts the architecture of the system.

2.1. Synchronization

Synchronization in this method is done in word level, which
pertains to aligning each word to its respective speech signal.
Synchronized captioning presents the phonological visualiza-
tion of the words and thus leads to improvement in word recog-
nition skills as it allows for mapping between the speech stream
and verbatim text. This process is realized by the word-level
alignment of an ASR system, Julius 4.3.1 [13]. To pull out this
task, the audio is ripped from the video and sent to the ASR
system. In order to increase the accuracy of captions and align-
ments, the system is trained with the TED dataset, using 780
hours of TED talks. This model training was done based on a
lightly supervised training approach [14].

The ASR system outputs the generated caption, the times-
tamp for each word, and the confidence measure of each word.
ASR transcripts are then compared with the original transcripts
of TED talks which are available on the TED website. Finally,
the two transcripts are aligned using a dynamic programming
procedure in order to eliminate all the ASR errors. Synchro-
nized captions, although in favor of many language learners,
may bring too much assistance, making learners more and more
dependent on the caption, encouraging them to follow each
word (word-by-word decoding) and merely use their reading

Figure 2: System architecture of PSC generation.

skill instead of listening [5]. In order to solve the disadvantages
of this method, we propose partial captioning, which builds on
synchronized caption. Therefore the outputs of this stage are
used for the next tier: the partialization module.

2.2. Partialization

The aim of this process is to tailor the captions to the learner’s
needs based on a set of features that influence effective listen-
ing. Partialization here refers to keeping specific words/phrases
in the verbatim captions intact, while replacing others with a
masking character (here period is used). The goal is to pro-
mote listening over reading and hence assist learners to develop
listening skills while effectively facilitating this process by allo-
cating problematic words/phrases as a recourse to the learners.

The partialization module adopts feature extraction in order
to determine the choice of words/phrases. The feature extrac-
tion module relies on different aspects that have impact on suc-
cessful listening comprehension. Speech rate, word frequency
and specificity are selected as the features of this study for being
recognized as the major sources of frustration for L2 listeners,
especially Japanese learners [15, 16]. Another beneficial reason
is the feasibility of quantifying these features; the provision of
timestamps throughout the synchronization phase enables pre-
cise speech rate calculation and the viability of referring to cor-
pora enables word frequency determination and specificity de-
tection.

In the partialization stage, words are considered individu-
ally and the features are calculated for each of the words. The
following elaborates on feature calculation.

2.2.1. Speech Rate

Previous studies showed that high speech rate can negatively af-
fect L2 listeners’ comprehension and this is even true for native
speakers. Nitta et al. [16] reported that even when familiar with
all the vocabulary in the experiment, higher speech rates result
in more missed or mistaken words. Therefore, calculating the
speaker’s speech rate is beneficial for effective word selection.
To this end, we detect words with high speech rate and present
them in PSC in order to facilitate comprehension.

Speech rate is calculated using different measures such as:
words per minute, syllables per second, and phonemes per sec-
ond. Of these, syllables per second is the most appropriate
choice. Words per minute can be affected by pauses and vari-
ations in speech that are often caused by speaker’s emotional
fluctuations and excitement, hence is not recommended. More-
over, the relation between phonemes and speech rate is neither
linear nor simple. In contrast, syllables per second (SPS), has
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fairly uniform distribution over speech rate and is more robust
against variations in speech [17]. Therefore, SPS is used as
a measurement unit for speech rate calculation in this study.
Computing speech rate is then realized by using the timestamps
of the words derived in the first stage serving as duration of the
word segments in seconds and syllabifying the words to count
the number of syllables. The defacto standard to perform au-
tomatic syllabification is based on Knuth-Liang hyphenation
algorithm for English language [18]. In this method Natural
Language Toolkit was used to do this task. Speech rate is then
simply calculated in SPS for each word.

2.2.2. Word Frequency

The frequency of word occurrence in large spoken/written cor-
pora is often referred to as the frequency of a word in a lan-
guage. Previous research has shown that the occurrence of in-
frequent words in speech confines the learner’s attention, and
prevents him/her from pursuing the subsequent parts of the au-
dio. When encountering such words, the listener invests a lot
of time to understand what he/she missed [19]. As a result,
presenting infrequent words in PSC is beneficial for facilitating
listening process.

To calculate the frequency of each word, we referred to two
famous corpora and a series of word family lists:

• British National Corpus (BNC): includes 100 million
word collection of written and spoken language from a
wide range of sources, to represent a wide cross-section
of British English.

• Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA):
contains more than 450 million words of text and is
equally divided among spoken, newspapers, academic
texts, etc. The corpus is also updated regularly [20].

• Word family list: The term word family here refers to a
base word and all its derived and inflected forms that can
be recognized by a learner without having to learn each
form separately [21]. These consist of 29 word fam-
ily lists, which were made based on BNC and COCA.
Twenty-five of the lists contain word families based on
frequency and range data. The four additional lists are:
an ever-growing list of proper names, a list of marginal
words including swear words, exclamations and alpha-
bets, a list of transparent compounds, and a list of abbre-
viations.

Using these, the system automatically checks the frequency
of each word in order to make a decision on its inclusion in PSC.

2.2.3. Specificity

According to Goh [19], limited vocabulary especially for aca-
demic words is often seen as a cause of L2 listening compre-
hension impair. Using TED talks in this study emphasizes the
importance of considering academic jargon. This feature is han-
dled by using the following resources:

• Academic Word List: a popular catalogue including 570
headwords and about 3000 academic words [22].

• COCA academic word list: uses a larger and newer cor-
pus to provide a better coverage for academic words with
higher specificity and word family information.

The final decision on selecting the words will include less
than 30% of the total transcript and is based not only on the act-
ing features, but also on the proficiency level of each learner.

Table 1: Standards rates of speech for L2 learners.

Speech Rate Word per Minute Syllables per Minute
Fast Above 220 Above 320

Moderately Fast 190⇠220 280⇠320
Average 160⇠190 230⇠280

Moderately Slow 130⇠160 290⇠230
Slow Below 130 Below 190

To this end, learners are asked to complete a series of tests,
which reflect the appropriate level of PSC to be generated for
them. The tests include listening to several questions, which
were played with 4 different levels of speech rate: slow, mod-
erate, fast and very fast. Listeners’ results on this test allowed
us to determine their tolerable rate of speech and hence thresh-
olding the system for this feature. Besides, the standard rates
of speech for L2 learners [23, 24] were also taken into account
when defining the thresholds (Table 1).

In order to adjust the word frequency level, the learners
were asked to take a vocabulary size test. The test used here
is designed by Nation [25] and is based on the aforementioned
word family lists and hence provides a fairly accurate borderline
for determining the unknown/unfamiliar words for the learn-
ers. Finally, specific words were decided to be included in PSC
intact for all of the learners. Along with specificity, other in-
stances of the words such as proper nouns, abbreviation and
difficult compound words were also always presented in PSC to
assist the listeners. However, interjection and easy compound
categories are constantly hidden.

The adjustable nature of PSC makes it an effective tool to
serve a wide range of learners with different proficiency levels.
Table 2 compares the PSC method with other captioning meth-
ods and highlights its advantages.

Table 2: Advantages of PSC.

Advantages

Caption type Full

K
eyw

ord

Proposed
Partial

Synchronized

PSC

Aid word boundary detection X X X
Speech-to-text mapping X X

Avoid over-reliance on reading X X X
Avoid being distractive X X X

Automatic X X X X
Adjustable to learners’ knowledge X X

Adjustable to the content X X X

2.3. PSC Evaluation

PSC has been compared against other methods by conducting
an experiment in two CALL classes with 58 Japanese learners
of English. The participants were undergraduate students from
19 to 22 years old who enrolled in a CALL course.

These students were divided into three proficiency groups
(beginners, pre-intermediate and intermediate) based on their
scores of a CASEC™or TOEIC™ test. The subjects were asked
to take the speech rate tolerance test and the vocabulary size
test, as was noted in the previous section. The results allowed
us to generate appropriate PSC for each of the three proficiency
groups. Throughout the experiment the participant watched a
series of TED talks under one of these conditions: no caption
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(NC), full caption (FC) and PSC. They then answered several
multiple choice comprehension questions based on the content
of the videos to assess their comprehension. In order to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of each condition on preparing learners for
listening in real-life situations (i.e., when assistive tools such
as captions are not available), the experiment was designed as
the following: When watching videos under NC, FC or PSC
condition, only 70% of the video (from the outset) was played
to the learners. This was followed by the comprehension ques-
tions and formed the 1st part of the experiment. The remain-
ing 30% of the videos, however, were preserved for the 2nd
part of the experiment and used without any caption, as in real-
life situations. After watching the remaining part, again the
learners were asked to answer several comprehension questions.
This experiment distinguishes the impact of NC, FC or PSC on
preparation for listening without any captions.

Table 3 reports the scores of the participants with different
proficiency levels on the comprehension tests for the 1st part of
the experiment, i.e., 70% of video with NC, FC or PSC.

Table 3: Mean scores and standard deviations on listening com-
prehension - Part 1

Caption Proficiency Level N Mean SD

NC

Beginner 19 28.67 13.56
Pre-intermediate 19 34.71 11.85

Intermediate 20 43.27 15.11
Total 58 35.69 14.68

PSC

Beginner 19 42.04 16.70
Pre-intermediate 19 52.00 17.50

Intermediate 20 64.05 17.99
Total 58 52.89 19.39

FC

Beginner 19 41.10 12.35
Pre-intermediate 19 57.20 14.85

Intermediate 20 63.93 16.38
Total 58 54.25 17.33

The results of repeated-measure ANOVA test on the overall
performance of participants on the first part of the experiment
revealed statistically significant differences between NC con-
dition (M = 35.7, SD = 14.7) and PSC condition (M =
52.9, SD = 19.4) or FC condition (M = 54.2, SD = 17.3) at
p < .05. However, a pairwise comparison between the scores
of the PSC and FC conditions in this part revealed no statisti-
cally significant difference [F (1, 57) = 25, p = .62] between
these two conditions. The results suggest that PSC, while pre-
senting less than 30% of the transcript, leads to the same level
of comprehension as FC, which includes 100% of the text.

As presented in Table 4, in the second part of the exper-
iment (30% without caption), the best performance is associ-
ated with the condition in which the learners first watched the
video with PSC [F (2, 118) = 20.5, p < .05] and then with-
out caption, as compared to watching video with FC and NC
first. The results indicate the effectiveness of PSC on prepar-
ing the learner for real-life situation as compared to NC and
FC. Although this is a short-term enhancement partly because
of adaptation to speaker, this finding is still valuable.

3. ASR Errors vs. L2 Listening Problems
Generally, the errors of ASR systems are evaluated in terms of
their alignment-timing accuracy and their correctness. Here we
are not dealing with the timing errors, but the recognition er-
rors in lexical level. Such kind of errors have been consistently

Table 4: Mean scores and standard deviations on listening com-
prehension - Part 2

Caption Proficiency Level N Mean SD

NC

Beginner 19 32.95 16.03
Pre-intermediate 19 37.37 16.57

Intermediate 20 50.05 15.56
Total 58 40.12 17.39

PSC

Beginner 19 49.60 15.74
Pre-intermediate 19 57.67 17.15

Intermediate 20 62.51 17.37
Total 58 56.59 17.34

FC

Beginner 19 38.31 13.48
Pre-intermediate 19 40.39 11.86

Intermediate 20 49.26 12.71
Total 58 42.65 13.37

viewed as a negative product of the ASR system, which ex-
plains why ASR generated transcripts are not beneficial to be
used for L2 learners. Such errors are known to be misleading
and confusing for L2 listeners since they interrupt the compre-
hension process, interferes with dual coding of the input data
and impedes text-to-speech mapping. As a result, ASR tran-
scripts to be used for L2 learners have low tolerance to the er-
rors. Even below 5% word error rate (WER) is too high for
the end-users [12]. While this assumption is true, ASR errors
can be viewed as an information source for problematic speech
regions not only for the system itself, but also for L2 listeners
who, similar to the ASR, have limited background knowledge
and resources of the target language.

Establishing a meaningful relation between different ex-
tracted features and the type of ASR errors requires a careful in-
vestigation, which is the topic of several studies such as [26, 27].
In this study we try to confirm this background knowledge us-
ing our system, and discover new relations in order to compare
the findings on ASR error analysis with L2SR problems.

The findings from the former will be used to enhance the
quality of PSC. We analyze the correctness of generated tran-
script by aligning the ASR output with the human transcript
word-by-word in order to detect different types of errors. The
errors are then grouped into three main categories: insertion,
substitution and deletion. In the next phase, the errors were fur-
ther analyzed in order to identify the underlying features that led
to their occurrence. The selection of these features is inspired
by the factors that makes L2 listening difficult for the learners
such as: duration, speech rate, word frequency, word length and
part of speech.

3.1. ASR Errors Analysis

Eleven TED talks were selected for this experiment and the
ASR errors on the transcription task were detected and ana-
lyzed. In total there were 29391 word tokens, of which 7017
words were mistakenly recognized. Word error rate (WER) av-
eraged 23.87%. These errors are categorized into:

Substitution Errors: ASR transcript and ground truth are
sometimes different in one or more words. These mismatches
can be categorized into several subcategories:

1. Basic mismatch: This can be the beginning of a mis-
match sequence. (36.24% of all errors)

2. Long mismatch: This is part of a chain of mis-
recognition by the ASR. (44.02%)

3. End of Sentence: Happens due to the mis-recognition of
the end of the sentence by ASR. (3.97%)
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4. Hyphenation: The transcribed word is hyphenated while
the ground truth has it as two separated words, and vice
versa. (1.48%)

5. Numbers: The numbers are sometimes spelled out in the
ASR transcript, while they are always in the numerical
format in the ground truth. (2.37%)

6. Abbreviations: The abbreviations are not always prop-
erly dotted in the training corpus or in the ground truth.
(0.08%)

Deletion Errors: Instances where ASR did not transcribe
something, which is present in the ground truth. (5.18%)

Insertion Errors: In this case, ASR transcribed something,
which is not present in the ground truth. (6.62%)

3.2. ASR-L2SR Comparison

Table 5 demonstrates a comparative study we performed
through extensive investigation of background studies to com-
pare the factors that affect the performance of ASR and those
that influence L2 listening comprehension.

Table 5: ASR vs. L2SR

ASR Difficulties L2 Listening Difficulties
Co-articulation, pronuncia-
tion, speaking style, disflu-
encies, accent, age, physi-
ology and emotions lead to
ASR difficulties [28]

Pronunciation can be un-
clear due to assimilation, re-
duction, etc. Stress, intona-
tion patterns and accent af-
fect L1/L2 listening compre-
hension [8]

Infrequent words are more
likely to be misrecognized
[26]

The occurrence of infre-
quent words in speech is cor-
related to complexity [9]

Fast speech / very slow
speech increases error rates
[29]

Whether too fast or too slow,
speech rate can act as a bar-
rier for listening [30]

Word length has also been
found to be a useful pre-
dictor of higher error rates
[26, 27]

The length of a word has
strong effect on word recog-
nition and word learning.
Studies have reported mixed
results on this effect [31]

Open class (N. and V.) has
lower error rate compared to
closed class (Prep., articles)
[32]

Recognition of content
words is easier than function
words [16]

Based on this table we extracted various features in order
to detect possible trends of ASR errors. In this study, word
duration, word length, number of syllables and speech rate were
calculated for each word according to the same procedure used
in PSC generation. Word frequency was calculated by referring
to COCA and word family lists. Moreover, Stanford POS tagger
[27] was used to identify the part of speech.

As Figure 3 suggests, too fast speech rates deteriorate the
performance of ASR systems in a significant way. In line with
this result, studies on L2 listening skill have emphasized the role
of the fast speech rates in L2 listening comprehension impair.
Nitta et al [16] reported that at 4 sps, L2 learners missed or
mistook 4.2% of the words, of which 2.7% were function words
and 1.5% were content words. At 5 sps, this number jumped
to 12.6%: 10.5% function words and 2.1% content words. At
8 sps, the errors were 40.6%; 30.1% for function words and

10.5% for content words. They also indicated that at 7 sps and
8 sps, the native speaker subjects also began to miss the words.

Secondly, in order to determine the effect of word fre-
quency, we grouped the words into three frequency groups.
These groups were adopted from Nation [21] categorization
of English vocabulary: High-frequency (the most frequent
2000⇠3000 word families), Mid-frequency (3000⇠9000 word
families), and Low-frequency (beyond 9000 frequency band).

Figure 3 demonstrates that WER significantly increased for
those words that belonged to the low-frequency categories. The
ASR system could successfully select the words that were in
mid-frequency band and its performance was even better than
the case the words were in the high frequency group. The fact
that many of high-frequency words are functional words can
explain the reason to this phenomena. In accordance with this
result, studies on L2 listening comprehension agree that infre-
quent words are often more difficult for L2 learners and the
emergence of these words highly affect successful comprehen-
sion [9].

Thirdly, the figure presents that in most cases, the longer the
words are the better the ASR can recognize them. Longer words
have longer duration, which makes it easier for ASR system to
identify them [29, 30]. For language learners, however, studies
have reported controversial results. While some studies showed
that longer words are easier to be recognized when listening
to audio materials, others have reported that shorter words are
easier to learn and hence easy to recognize [31].

Finally, in line with background studies the ASR system
tends to have lower WER in noun recognition. Similarly, for
L2 learners, such words are easier to learn and also easier to
recognize. Nouns predominate over predicates/verbs in most of
languages [16, 31]. In case of verbs, however, we found out that
most of the ASR errors belong to the past participle form of the
verbs. There were the cases when ASR has actually correctly
transcribed the audio, but the human annotator preferred to use
the formal written form of the verbs (e.g. “gonna” by ASR vs.
“going to” by human), which led to a mismatch between the
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two. The results excluding this case indicate less WER on the
verb categories as well as nouns.

By analyzing ASR errors and comparing them with L2 lis-
tening difficulties, we found interesting similarities. However,
apart from the factors that contribute to both ASR errors and
L2SR difficulties, there are some instances that ASR errors can-
not be attributed to any of these categories. Some of these er-
rors indicate the words which are generally difficult to recog-
nize even for language learners. These instances confirm the
usefulness of ASR errors as a source of predicting L2 listening
difficulties and suggest the potential importance of adding these
words to PSC. On the contrary, ASR can sometimes recognize
fast and/or infrequent words correctly. If these words are actu-
ally easy to recognize, they can be simply excluded from PSC
with the hints of ASR. Nevertheless, these assumptions should
be confirmed by conducting some experiments with L2 learn-
ers, using similar samples. This step is an ongoing process of
this study.

4. Conclusions and Future work
Using TED Talks as appropriate authentic medium, we made
a captioning method that strives to provide adequate support,
decrease dependence on captions and prepare learners for real-
world situations. The results confirmed the effectiveness of this
method in preparing learners for listening without reading.

We also conducted ASR-L2SR comparison to diagnose the
difficulties of L2 listening since ASR can serve as a simplified
model of a language learner. The complex architecture of ASR
is an invaluable resource to indicate possible barriers in the lis-
tening process. Modeling L2 learner with ASR introduces new
trends to adapt the system to learners’ need. In this regard, as
a future work we can degrade the ASR models to the learn-
ers’ levels. The first and foremost idea is to train ASR acoustic
model on the learners’ L1 corpora, to emphasize the role of pho-
netic differences between L1 and L2 in listening impediment.
It is also possible to degrade language model by reducing the
training data or omitting low-frequency words from dictionary.
The ASR error analysis unit is then provided with the transcript
of these three attenuated ASRs to find new candidates for inclu-
sion in PSC.
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